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Make a count of the sons of, etc.  (Numbers 4:2)
Lifting up the head.
In order for the intellect
to become a garment for the soul,
the intellect has to spread itself
and make a lot of wide space
as follows:
(Psalms 24:7) Se’u / Raise up
she’arim rosheichem / your mind’s imagination--
(Proverbs 31:23) Her husband
is known b’she’arim / in the gates-
[read] she’arim / gates [as]
ha-hash’arot / the imaginal expansions,
(i.e., awakeness as a shafel).
For, what the soul feels of [divine] light
is transient; [it very often] passes by quickly
even without giving the mind a chance
to wrap the abundance [that the soul received]
into an understanding.
The intellect needs it [packaged] in subtlety
and wisdom, as mystery teachings,
so that [the intellect will be able] to contain
the light that was poured down [into the soul].
The main point
of mystery teachings
is not for giving someone
a special reputation and pride, [so they can brag],
“I have a secret!  I have a secret!”
Rather, the point is to transform the holy flow
into ideas with stretch
so the enlightenment [coming into the soul]
can dress itself into garments of speech
and words, thereby making the connection
to the root of the person’s soul.
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And to this [process],
we must also add faith
that the mystery teachings [point to]
something that is real.
Through [this faith], that imaginal expansion
[caused] by the soul’s [epiphany] can come
into the intellect’s [grasp].
[That faith will be needed] because,
at times, the [mystery] teachings
and the [holy] flow
come from a source
in conflict with popular beliefs.
Therefore,
one who takes part in hir “tribe,”
([a tribe] in the sense that
one’s soul root [and their soul roots are one and the same]
and in the sense that they all additionally believe
that they share awareness of those [elastic] ideas),
that one will be able to also understand
that lifting up one’s head
enabling comprehension
will bring [the soul’s light]
also to feeling and to action.

And this is the language
that connects the Rebbes with their hasidim
because the Rebbes lift the consciousness
to a higher level.

translation by Gabbai Seth Fishman
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